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1. Abstract

Bitcoin has become more popular over time and it is in the media spotlight every week.

As in any other industry, the biggest player in a certain market will be the one that

dictates its future direction. Taking Bitcoin as an example, we can see that these large

players are mainly located in the Asian and Western hemisphere, especially in China,

Europe, and the USA.

This research paper dives deeper into the Bitcoin mechanics, focusing on the financial

side rather than on the technology behind the cryptocurrency, taking advantage of the

daily data from the Bitcoin spot, futures, and perpetual swaps trades to provide

statistical evidence for this discussion. All the data will be aggregated with the help of a

model coded in Pine Script.

The research findings conclude that there is indeed a relationship between Asian and

Western exchanges premiums/discounts and local tops and bottoms in the Bitcoin

market. Following this approach, we could use the model information to take advantage

of the market and make short-term investment decisions.
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2. Introduction

The main objective of this “TFG” is to show if the premiums and discounts on Asian

exchanges compared to Western exchanges lead to potential tops or bottoms on the

Bitcoin index price. The exchange tickers used in this research paper are Western

exchange indexes compared to Asian exchange indexes, going from spot to perpetual

swaps to futures.

Traditional traders and institutions use the difference in price between spot and futures

exchanges to see whether the current market sentiment is overly bullish (optimistic) or

bearish, pessimistic. To make statements about the behavior in bullish and bearish

markets it is referred to a market as bullish or bearish according to the following rule:

Markets with an average fundamental value below the average unconditional expected

value of FV are defined as bearish markets. All other markets are called bullish

(Kirchler, M., 2009, p. 3). This basic concept has been taken and applied in a different

way due to the specific dynamics of an asset such as Bitcoin. Since the majority of

miners and big institutional players come from Asian countries, they have to sell or buy

Bitcoin in order to pay up the mining facilities’ running costs. They move large amounts

of Bitcoin to exchanges, usually Asian, to conduct these trades. These market

transactions have a significant impact on the Bitcoin price creating the previously

mentioned premiums and discounts.

For example, if we compare the price delta between Coinbase, a north-american

Bitcoin exchange, and Huobi, a Chinese Bitcoin exchange, and the result is negative,

meaning that the Bitcoin price in Coinbase is lower than in Huobi, we may be close to a

potential top. The reason this happens is that traders on Huobi have sold a significant

amount of Bitcoin through the exchange, thus forcing the price lower and making the

delta between exchanges negative. By monitoring premiums and discounts, a model

can be created that highlights local tops and bottoms in order to make adequate trading

decisions.
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3. Scientific Relevance of the Topic chosen

Futures contracts are financial derivatives that obligate the buyer or seller of said

contracts to buy or sell the underlying asset at a predetermined price and date. In

essence, a futures contract lets an investor speculate on the direction of the asset

using leverage. This has significant positive potential, such as helping to hedge a

certain investment, but it can also be negative to the market because it can create a

speculative, overleveraged bubble that is not backed up by real capital. For this reason,

a market is considered healthy if it is driven by spot buys and not by futures.

Futures contracts can create very unhealthy market conditions, therefore it is very

useful to see if the futures market sentiment is overly bullish (creating a premium) or

overly bearish (creating a discount) compared to the spot market. If you know how to

spot these market conditions you can actually profit from its fluctuations by buying an

asset’s bottom and selling the top.

The reason I chose this topic is that I have been involved in the Bitcoin spot and

derivatives markets for almost 3 years. Finance, in general, is a passion of mine, hence

I am studying economics and business finance in my degree.

I have found my passion in the Bitcoin derivatives trading niche, and I am eager to

dedicate my professional life to this market specialty. During the limited amount of time

I have been involved with derivatives, I have developed interesting relationships with

traders all around the world, which in turn, have helped me come up with this “TFG”

topic.

The topic chosen for this research paper has many connections with my current

degree.

Starting with the degree’s subjects, we can find correlations between premiums and

discounts in the spot and futures market and subjects such as general and applied

economy and financial management. Also, since the degree is taught in English, this

gives graduate students an advantage over their peers in the professional world,

especially in the financial sector.
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Moving on to the degree’s general objectives, we can find correlation in ideas such as

being able to teach existing financial companies new methodologies or perspectives in

the markets they are currently working in and being prepared for a globalized and

multilingual world.

I have high hopes that this research project will help me boost my potential in the

professional arena and give me an advantage with respect to my competitors.
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4. Theoretical framework

The theoretical framework of this research paper is based on several financial

concepts, instruments, and tools.

Some well known financial concepts used to describe the current market sentiment are

the terms bullish and bearish. Kirchler (2009) identifies a bearish market when its

average fundamental value is below the average unconditional expected value of

fundamental value. In contrast, it could be said that a market is bullish when it tends to

have a premium in the futures market of the asset, which is an expected spot price plus

an ex ante market premium (Redl, C., & Bunn, D. W. (2013).

Cryptocurrency markets became popular as a result of the wide variety of financial

instruments offered in different exchanges. One of the most popular financial products

is perpetual futures contracts, which are contracts that can price the entire stream of an

asset, and thereby provide price discovery for that asset. Also, with these perpetual

contracts, any given contract does not grow shorter in term with time, and so a single

contract can be adopted as a standard through time (Shiller, R. J., 1993).

For institutional investors to trade Bitcoin futures on a regulated exchange, the CME

created the Bitcoin futures contracts instrument, which was launched in December

2017, and has gained significant traction in the market. Investors and traders who

seem unable to hold spot positions in Bitcoin mainly owing to compliance regulations,

are now allowed to trade Bitcoin futures contracts. (Bouoiyour, J., & Selmi, R., 2019).

From the moment it launched it was a success and the average daily trading volume

the month after the CME issued futures was approximately six times larger when

compared to the CBOE launch of these derivatives (HATTORI, Takahiro; ISHIDA, Ryo.,

2020).
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A characteristic of futures contracts is that, in general, these instruments don’t have a

parity price with spot. This difference between futures and spot prices could be seen as

a function of demand and supply of spot material. When this difference is larger than

the cost of holding stocks, there is strong contango and investors demand spot

material. When said difference is lower than the cost of holding stocks, but larger than

zero, the market is in weak contango and investors supply spot material to the market.

Finally, if the difference is less than zero, the market is in backwardation and, again,

investors supply spot material (Fernandez, V., 2016).

A difference between traditional markets and crypto markets is the instrument whereby

stablecoins are used as a substitute to fiat. Although numerous stablecoin projects

exist today, there is one stablecoin that stands out in its significance, i.e., Tether

(USDT). As one of the first, and to this day, most widely used stablecoins, Tether has

played a significant albeit controversial role in the development of stablecoins (Lipton,

A., Sardon, A., Schär, F., & Schüpbach, C., 2020).

Focusing on the model developed for this research paper, two important tools are going

to be used: a volume weighted formula and a simple moving average.

To be more precise in the model formula, instead of allocating an equal weight to

different exchange tickers, the volume traded in each one will be represented by their

weight in the function. It is widely known that extensive trading volume by large

institutions has a significant impact on market liquidity. Therefore, the volume weighted

average price (VWAP) model is used by large institutions. Based on a distribution of

intraday trading volume in a stock market, the VWAP model allocates trades in a way

that reduces the impact of large institutions’ trading on the stock market liquidity

(Jeong, S. H., Lee, H. S., Nam, H., & Oh, K. J., 2021).

Finally, a simple moving average will be used as the model’s threshold to identify outlier

values. It is a widely used technique to quantify the long-term correlations of

nonstationary time series and the long-range correlations of fractal surfaces, which

contains a parameter that determines the position of the detrending window (Gu, G. F.,

& Zhou, W. X., 2010).
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As a conclusion, it can be extracted that even though there are a lot of research studies

in the Bitcoin derivatives and spot market and on premiums and discounts coming from

traditional markets, there is no known study on both concepts put together. That is why

it is of interest to study the correlation between the different financial instruments and

their premiums and discounts.

This research paper focuses, more specifically, on Bitcoin spot, futures, and perpetual

swaps from Western and Asian exchanges and compares their prices, using the

above-mentioned concepts and tools. With the model created further below, the

objective of this research paper is to answer the questions posed and test the

hypothesis as to the impact that certain premiums and discounts have on the Bitcoin

price.
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5. Research Questions

Following the conclusions extracted from the theoretical framework, the following

research questions are posed in order to verify model accuracy in the case of Q1,

seasonality correlation in the case of Q2, and the feasibility of model-based trading in

the case of Q3.

Q1. What are the most accurate exchange financial products to demonstrate
short-term market reversals?
For the most part, exchanges offer spot and perpetual swap trading, and in a few

Bitcoin futures are supported. One or more of these financial instruments may prove to

be relatively more accurate at showing high premiums or discounts before a market

move.

Q2. Do peak premiums/discounts happen on specific days of the week or month?
Since cryptocurrency markets have the characteristic of being active 365 days of the

year, it is of interest to investigate if there are specific times where we can find big

spikes on premiums across the Bitcoin market.

Q3. Can a model be created to profitably trade the Bitcoin market?
In this project, the feasibility of creating a model to trade short-term market moves is

going to be tested. With the different inputs the model collects, it will give different

signals which will be interpreted differently depending on the market conditions.
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6. Methodology

Hypothesis: Asian exchange premiums/discounts over Western exchanges Bitcoin

prices create local tops and bottoms in the Bitcoin market.

When the Bitcoin index price of an Asian exchange has a premium, in a futures

contract the forward price is thereby viewed as being determined as the expected spot

price plus an ex ante market premium. (Redl, C., & Bunn, D. W., 2013, p. 3) (meaning

that its price is higher) over the Bitcoin index price of a Western exchange may mean

that the market is close to a local bottom. Vice versa, when there is a discount, we may

be close to a local top for the Bitcoin market.

A model will be needed to prove or disprove the hypothesis, which will be created

based on data analysis of the Bitcoin price from different markets. This model will have

a set of key parameters to conduct statistical analysis and answer key questions raised

in this research paper.
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6.1. Quantitative Analysis

The most appropriate approach to this methodology is to follow a quantitative analysis

based on data and statistics.

To conduct the hypothesis test, a model will be created. This model will take into

account a number of different Bitcoin prices (perpetual swaps, also known as perpetual

futures contracts, are perpetual contracts that can price the entire stream of an asset,

and thereby provide price discovery for that asset. Also, with perpetual contracts, any

given contract does not grow shorter term with time, and so a single contract can be

adopted as a standard through time. (Shiller, R. J., 1993, p. 3), futures Bitcoin futures

can be traded on regulated exchanges. CME Bitcoin futures contracts were launched in

December 2017, and have gained significant traction in the market.

Investors and traders who seem unable to hold spot positions in Bitcoin mainly owing

to compliance regulations, are now allowed to trade Bitcoin futures contracts.

(Bouoiyour, J., & Selmi, R., 2019, p. 3), and spot (Bitcoin financial regulation: Securities,

derivatives, prediction markets, and gambling. Brito, J., Shadab, H., & Castillo, A. (2014).

Colum. Sci. & Tech. L. Rev., 16, 144.)) from Western and Asian exchanges and compare

them with each other. When the model value goes over a predetermined threshold, we

will be able to see if it represents a local top or bottom in the Bitcoin market price.

This model will be created in Tradingview, a technical analysis website with a wide

range of functions, with Pine Script, which is their in-house scripting language to code

scripts.

Different variants of the model will be created comparing one exchange product with

each other to see which one represents the most accurate readings of the market.
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These variants are summarized in the following table.

Western exchanges Asian exchanges

Spot Spot

Spot Futures

Futures Spot

Spot Perpetual Swaps

Perpetual Swaps Spot

Futures Futures

Perpetual Swaps Perpetual Swaps

Volume weighted average Volume weighted average

Table 1. Model variants

The idea behind creating these many variants is to see which model variant fits the

best to identify local climaxes on the Bitcoin market price.

The model’s formula is very basic but effective. It will be a simple subtraction between

one exchange's price to the other. This will display the delta between the two to spot

premiums or discounts.

Δ = Price X - Price Y

The base model will generate a range of different values, the majority of which

(approximately 90%) are redundant. Therefore, a threshold is needed to filter out

redundant values, implemented with a standard deviation and a simple moving

average. Following the research paper hypothesis, when delta values surpass this

threshold, the Bitcoin market price would be close or already at a local top or bottom.

To conclude the quantitative analysis, data will be collected from the 8 different models

to calculate the overall accuracy of each. To quantify this accuracy, a percentage based

indicator is created by dividing the number of times it was accurate by the total number

of times the model value went over the threshold. To consider it a local top or bottom,

the price will have to move at least 5% in the other direction from the moment the value

in the model goes over the threshold.
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6.2. Bitcoin model

In Table 2, the Western exchanges chosen for this model are displayed, as well as the

products offered in the platforms:

Exchange Spot Perpetual Swaps Futures

Coinbase YES NO NO

Bitfinex YES NO NO

Bitstamp YES NO NO

Kraken YES YES YES

Gemini YES NO NO

Table 2. Western exchanges products offer

In Table 3, the Asian exchanges chosen for this model are displayed, as well as the

products offered in the platforms:

Exchange Spot Perpetual Swaps Futures

Huobi YES YES YES

Bithumb YES NO NO

Okex YES YES YES

Binance YES YES NO

Table 3. Asian exchanges products offer
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The reason behind these being the chosen exchanges is the high volume traded on a

daily basis when compared to the rest of the BTC/USD market (with the exception of

the BTC/KRW ticker from Bithumb). The “Asian” exchanges selected in this project

have been denominated this way because their founders are Asian and are well known

in Asian countries.

Illustration 1. 24h Volume per exchange (Derivatives)

Illustration 2. 24h Volume per exchange (Spot)
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6.2.1. Model variant 1: Spot vs Spot

The model will be created on a website named Tradingview. Once an account is

created, there will be the option to code any indicator or strategy the user requires.

Since there is no existing model using this research paper parameters on their indicator

database, the “New indicator” option will be selected.

Illustration 3. Tradingview script platform

This is the blank canvas where the model will be created using Pine Script, the coding

language used on this website.

To begin with, a name has to be chosen for the model. That will take place in the study

(“Mi script”) function. For the sake of simplicity, TFG will be used.
//@version=4

study("TFG")

The first model will compare spot prices from the two different exchange blocks. The

western block will be created first by aggregating all the exchange tickers wanted and

denominating them with a specific name. Once the names have been entered, a

security function is created for each one.

The security function enables scripts to request data from symbols and/or resolutions

other than the ones a script is running on. Inside the brackets, we can distinguish three

different syntax elements. Inside the quotation mark, the exchange and corresponding

ticker are entered.
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Next, the timeframe.period string is used to pull data from the same timeframe

resolution as the one viewed in the chart. In the end, a close operator is used to tell the

script to pull the close price from each candle, ignoring the candle’s open, high or low

prices.
cb =  security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

stamp =  security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

krak =  security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

finex =  security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

gemini = security("GEMINI:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

To finish up the block, all the data must be aggregated. To do so, another specific

function is created where all five ticker symbols are added and divided by five to get the

average price.
final = ((cb + stamp + krak + finex + gemini)/5)

The next step in creating the model will be to repeat the process for the Asian block.

The only difference is that the ticker symbol BTC/KRW denominates the Bitcoin price in

Korean Won. Since the model is based on US dollars, a conversion must be made.

To do so, a forex security has to be added where it pulls the real-time value of the

Korean Won in US dollars. Then the BTC/KRW value is multiplied by the KRW/USD

value.

The same process as in the Western block is now to be executed, where all the

securities are added and divided by four to come up with the average Bitcoin price of

the Asian block.
nance =  security("BINANCE:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

KRWUSD = security("FX_IDC:KRWUSD",timeframe.period,close)

bithumb = security("BITHUMB:BTCKRW",timeframe.period,close)

bithumbfx= (bithumb*KRWUSD)

final2 = ((nance + huobi + okex + bithumbfx)/4)

Once the two blocks' average prices are calculated, the difference between the two

identifies the premium or discount in the Bitcoin price between the Western and Asian

exchanges.
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To plot this value, a plot function is created, where a name is given to this value for the

desired graphing modifications. To display red color on negative values (discount) and

blue color on positive values (premium) the color function is added.
coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

Finally, a threshold value must be defined to point out outlier values and identify

potential tops and bottoms on the market.

This threshold will be created through a simple moving average, a standard deviation,

and an input variable.

A simple moving average is a widely used technique to quantify the long-term

correlations of nonstationary time series and the long-range correlations of fractal

surfaces, which contains a parameter determining the position of the detrending

window (Gu, G. F., & Zhou, W. X., 2010, p. 1), abbreviated “sma”, takes into account

the average, in this case, of the last 20 closing prices, divided by the number of periods

in that range.

This average helps to spot an asset’s trend, in this case, showing the trend of both

premiums and discounts.

Next, a standard deviation is added to the formula which is a calculation of the amount

of variability within a set of values. It is very useful in this model because if a sudden

increase in premium occurs when the previous dispersion of values was relatively low,

it may signify a short-term trend reversal.

To complete the threshold calculation, an input variable is added, named “UbOffset”,

which provides a wider range to capture outliers within the model’s value and threshold.

Since this model gives positive (premium) and negative (discount) values, a threshold

value is needed for both. To do so, the previous threshold calculation is taken and

converted into negative values.
showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)
19
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smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)

The model indicator can be seen in illustration 4. In blue, the premium values are

displayed, and in red, the discount values. The thresholds, both positive and negative,

are displayed in yellow. As shown in the Illustration below, every time a model’s value

surpasses the threshold, whether it be positive or negative, it would be considered a

precursor for the price to mean revert.

Illustration 4. Model indicator “TFG”

The aforementioned model displays the result values from the first variant of this

research project, which are spot ticker symbols from Western and Asian exchanges.

Next, the remaining 7 variants will be calculated and analyzed.
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6.2.2.  Model variant 2: Spot vs Futures

From the Asian exchanges block mentioned in Table 1, only two out of the four offer

Bitcoin futures, to be more specific Huobi and Okex. Both exchanges have the same

futures products: weekly, bi-weekly, quarterly, and bi-quarterly.

All of the different expiration periods are very successful in these exchanges and for

institutional investors the average daily trading volume the month after the CME issued

futures was approximately six times larger than when only the CBOE offered these

derivatives. HATTORI, Takahiro; ISHIDA, Ryo., 2020, p. 2), with high trade volumes,

but for the sake of this project, only the quarterly futures expirations will be taken into

account due to being the highest trading volume futures product on both exchanges, as

seen on illustrations 5,6, and 7.

In order to implement these new model variations, the same code would be applied

with slight modifications. The first modification would be the removal of Binance and

Bithumb from the Asian block mentioned in Table 1. Once these two tickers have been

removed, they must be subtracted from the “final2” formula, lowering the divider from

four to two. In the Western block, the same ticker symbols would remain as part of the

model calculation.
//@version=4

study("TFG")

cb =  security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

stamp =  security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

krak =  security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

finex =  security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

gemini = security("GEMINI:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

final = ((cb + stamp + krak + finex + gemini)/5)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD3M", timeframe.period, close)

final2 = ((huobi + okex)/2)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)
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upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)

As can be appreciated in illustration 5, the values displayed from model variation

number two do not allow an easy interpretation.

Illustration 5. Model variant number 2

The reason being is that futures, especially in the crypto market, tend to be in a

significant contango making the difference between the two constantly negative.

Demand and supply of spot material as a function of the difference between futures

and spot prices. When this difference is larger than the cost of holding stocks, there is

strong contango and investors demand spot material. When such difference is lower

than the cost of holding stocks, but larger than zero, the market is in weak contango

and investors supply spot material to the market.

Finally, if the difference is less than zero, the market is in backwardation and, again,

investors supply spot material.(Fernandez, V., 2016, p. 3) (futures asset price higher

than spot).
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A few possible solutions can be:

- Only take into account the premium

- Increase the “UbOffset” on the lower band

If option one is chosen, the same model parameters would be maintained.

If option two is chosen, a higher value should be assigned to the lower band

“UbOffset”. This value has to offer, at most, 10% of the total selected range (going from

June 16th to February 22nd) above the threshold. In this case, the best-fitting value is

“6”.

The following illustrations display daily volumes from Huobi and Okex Bitcoin futures. In

the case of Okex, it offers both USD and USDT trading pairs.

Although numerous stablecoin projects exist today, there is one stablecoin that stands

out in its significance, i.e., Tether (USDT). As one of the first and to this day most

widely used stablecoins, Tether has played a significant albeit controversial role for the

development of stablecoins. (Lipton, A., Sardon, A., Schär, F., & Schüpbach, C., 2020,

p. 2).

For all three illustrations, the yellow trace displays the Quarterly (3M) expirations, the

red trace displays the Bi-Quarterly (6M) expirations, the blue trace displays the Weekly

(1W) expirations, and the white trace displays the Bi-Weekly (2W) expirations.

Since the latter is traded with a lower volume, the USD pair on Okex will be the one

implemented in this model variant.

Illustration 6. Huobi futures volume
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Illustration 7. Okex BTC/USDT futures volume

Illustration 8. Okex BTC/USD futures volume

The pine script code for these illustrations is as follows:
//@version=4

study("Volumes Futures")

krak =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, volume)

finex =  security("HUOBI:BTC25M2021", timeframe.period, volume)

gemini = security("HUOBI:BTC26G2021", timeframe.period, volume)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTC19G2021", timeframe.period, volume)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT3M", timeframe.period, volume)

okex1 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT6M", timeframe.period, volume)

okex11 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT1W", timeframe.period, volume)

okex111 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT2W", timeframe.period, volume)

oke =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD3M", timeframe.period, volume)

okx =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD6M", timeframe.period, volume)

kex1 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD1W", timeframe.period, volume)

oex11 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD2W", timeframe.period, volume)

plot(krak, "3m")

plot(finex, "6m")

plot(gemini, "2w")

plot(huobi, "1w")

plot(okex, "3M")

plot(okex1, "6M")

plot(okex11, "1W")
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plot(okex111, "2W")

plot(oke, "3l")

plot(okx, "6M")

plot(kex1, "1W")

plot(oex11, "2W")
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6.2.3. Model variant 3: Futures vs Spot

Moving on to the third variant, a modification will only be needed in the Western block.

In this case, out of the five original exchanges, only Kraken offers Bitcoin futures. From

a statistical point of view, the precision of this model variant is outperformed by others

because the sample population is reduced to a single sample.

Comparing Kraken’s quarterly futures volume to Okex and Huobi futures, a slightly

lower traded volume can be observed on the Western exchange.

Illustration 9 shows Okex (blue trace), Huobi (yellow trace) & Kraken (red trace)

quarterly futures volumes. Even though the difference isn’t very significant, Huobi and

Okex trade on average at higher volumes than Kraken quarterly futures.

This script code is the following:
//@version=4

study("Volumes Futures1")

krak =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, volume)

oke =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD3M", timeframe.period, volume)

krak1 =  security("KRAKEN:XBTUSD26H", timeframe.period, volume)

plot(krak, "3m")

plot(krak1, "3s")

plot(oke, "3l")

Illustration 9. Okex, Huobi & Kraken quarterly futures volumes

Proceeding with the code, only Kraken would be left and the ticker symbol would be

changed to “XBTUSD26H” because out of the three futures expirations that Kraken

offers, the quarterly expiration has the highest daily traded volume, the same situation

as with Huobi and Okex. The “final” formula is therefore changed to only (krak) since it

is the only Western exchange used in the model.
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//@version=4

study("TFG")

krak =  security("KRAKEN:XBTUSD26H", timeframe.period, close)

final = (krak)

nance =  security("BINANCE:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

KRWUSD = security("FX_IDC:KRWUSD",timeframe.period,close)

bithumb = security("BITHUMB:BTCKRW",timeframe.period,close)

bithumbfx= (bithumb*KRWUSD)

final2 = ((nance + huobi + okex + bithumbfx)/4)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)

Illustration 10. Model variant number 3
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As seen before in model variant 2, this model encounters the same problem when the

difference is constantly resulting in a premium due to the contango happening between

futures and spot prices.

The only difference between the two models is that, in the third one, the threshold

complies with the preset rules of not having more than 10% of the total time period

above it.

In this model, the premium that does go above the threshold is around 6% (eleven

days) and two days for the discount signals.
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6.2.4. Model variant 4: Spot vs Perpetual swaps

Moving on to the fourth model variant, this one takes into account spot ticker symbols

from Western exchanges and perpetual swaps ticker symbols from Asian exchanges.

For this variant, the Western block doesn’t have any changes but in the Asian block,

Bithumb must be removed because it doesn’t offer perpetual swaps as a product.

Also, the ticker symbols from Binance, Huobi, and Okex change, as well as the “ final2”

formula, where Bithumb is removed and the divider goes from four to three.
//@version=4

study("TFG")

cb =  security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

stamp =  security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

krak =  security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

finex =  security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

gemini = security("GEMINI:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

final = ((cb + stamp + krak + finex + gemini)/5)

nance =  security("BINANCE:BTCUSDTPERP", timeframe.period, close)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTCPERP", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDTPERP", timeframe.period, close)

final2 = ((nance + huobi + okex)/3)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)
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6.2.5. Model variant 5: Perpetual swaps vs Spot

The fifth model variant involves perpetual swaps from the Western block and spot

Bitcoin prices from the Asian block. In the Western block, only Kraken offers perpetual

swaps as seen in Table 1. As a result, in the model indicator code, Coinbase, Bitfinex,

Bitstamp, and Gemini must be removed from the Western block, as well as from the

“final” formula.
//@version=4

study("TFG")

krak =  security("KRAKEN:XBTUSDPERP", timeframe.period, close)

final = (krak)

nance =  security("BINANCE:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT", timeframe.period, close)

KRWUSD = security("FX_IDC:KRWUSD",timeframe.period,close)

bithumb = security("BITHUMB:BTCKRW",timeframe.period,close)

bithumbfx= (bithumb*KRWUSD)

final2 = ((nance + huobi + okex + bithumbfx)/4)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)
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6.2.6. Model variant 6: Futures vs Futures

The sixth model variant is made by futures ticker symbols in both the Western and

Asian blocks. As seen in Table 2, only Kraken offers Bitcoin futures, and as seen in

Table 3, only Huobi and Okex offer futures.

This model will take values in both blocks from the Quarterly futures each exchange

offers. The reason for this is the high daily trade volume that exists for all of these

products. The applicable changes must be carried out in the indicator script.
//@version=4

study("TFG")

krak =  security("KRAKEN:XBTUSD26H", timeframe.period, close)

final = (krak)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSD3M", timeframe.period, close)

final2 = ((huobi + okex)/2)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA      = input(true)

lengthMA    = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)
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6.2.7. Model variant 7: Perpetual swaps vs Perpetual swaps

The seventh model variant is composed of perpetual swap ticker symbols in both

Western and Asian blocks. The Western block will adopt the changes seen in the fifth

model variant, whereas the Asian block will adopt the changes seen in the fourth model

variant.

//@version=4

study("TFG")

krak =  security("KRAKEN:XBTUSDPERP", timeframe.period, close)

final = (krak)

nance =  security("BINANCE:BTCUSDTPERP", timeframe.period, close)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTCPERP", timeframe.period, close)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDTPERP", timeframe.period, close)

final2 = ((nance + huobi + okex)/3)

coke = (final - final2)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA = input(true)

lengthMA = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1 = input(true)

lengthMA1 = input(20)

ubOffset1 = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)
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6.2.8. Model variant 8: Volume weighted average

The final model variant involves a volume weighted average of the most accurate

variant from among those previously mentioned in Table 1. It is widely known that the

extensive trading volume by large institutions has a significant impact on the market

liquidity and the volume weighted average price (VWAP) model is used by large

institutions. Based on a distribution of intraday trading volume in a stock market, the

VWAP model allocates trades in a way that reduces the impact of large institutions’

trading on the stock market liquidity (Jeong, S. H., Lee, H. S., Nam, H., & Oh, K. J.,

2021, p. 2) As demonstrated later in the document, the second model variant is the

most accurate. Instead of assuming an equal weight in the final formula for each ticker

symbol, the volume is taken into account to determine which ticker has more

importance in the model. To do so, the Western block securities are multiplied by

another security that pulls volume into the indicator. A formula is created to aggregate

all these values, in this case, “final 1”. Next, all the volume securities are aggregated in

a separate formula which is later used in the “gg'' function where both securities

formulae are divided. This would display a volume weighted average spot price for

Western exchanges. The same process is repeated in the Asian block to end up with a

volume weighted average futures price. By doing this, more precision is added to the

model.

//@version=4

study("TFG")

cb =  security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close) *
security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)

stamp =  security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)  *
security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)

krak =  security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close) * security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD",
timeframe.period, volume)

finex =  security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close) *
security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

gemini = security("GEMINI:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close) * security("GEMINI:BTCUSD",
timeframe.period, volume)

final1 = (cb + stamp + krak + finex + gemini)

cb1 =  security("COINBASE:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)

stamp1 = security("BITSTAMP:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)
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krak1 = security("KRAKEN:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)

finex1 = security("BITFINEX:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, close)

gemini1 = security("GEMINI:BTCUSD", timeframe.period, volume)

final = (cb1 + stamp1 + krak1 + finex1 + gemini1)

gg = (final1 /  final)

huobi =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, close) *
security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, volume)

okex =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT3M", timeframe.period, close) *
security("OKEX:BTCUSDT3M", timeframe.period, volume)

final2 = (huobi + okex)

huobi1 =  security("HUOBI:BTC26H2021", timeframe.period, volume)

okex1 =  security("OKEX:BTCUSDT3M", timeframe.period, volume)

final3 = (huobi1 + okex1)

gg1 = (final2 /  final3)

coke = (gg - gg1)

plot(coke, "mex",color = iff(coke >= 0, color.blue, color.red))

showMA = input(true)

lengthMA = input(20)

ubOffset     = input(2.0)

smaValue = sma(coke, lengthMA)

stdDev   = stdev(coke, lengthMA)

upperBand = smaValue + (stdDev * ubOffset)

plot(showMA ? upperBand : na, transp=0)

showMA1      = input(true)

lengthMA1    = input(20)

ubOffset1     = input(2.0)

smaValue1 = -sma(coke, lengthMA1)

stdDev1   = -stdev(coke, lengthMA1)

upperBand1 = smaValue1 + (stdDev1 * ubOffset1)

plot(showMA1 ? upperBand1 : na, transp=0)
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7. Results

With all the Pine code scripts developed for each model, it is time to see which model

proves to be the most accurate at predicting short-term market movements.

The results will be taken from a daily time frame perspective starting from March 13th,

2020, and ending February 24th, 2021, recording almost a full year of data. The reason

behind choosing this starting date is to provide a similar context for the model, in this

case, an up-trending market. If the model were to collect data from a down-trending

market season, the results would vary, since the conditions are not the same.

The market trend can be deduced from the RSI indicator staying above 50 most of the

time, as in illustration 11, and the market making higher lows and higher highs, as per

illustration 12. This means that an investor or trader is better off trying to buy sell-offs

rather than trying to find a spot at which to sell the market top.

Illustration 11. Bitcoin RSI indicator, daily timeframe (Exchange: Bybit)

As can be noticed in the illustration above, almost 70% of the time starting from March

13th, 2020 until February 24th, 2021 the RSI has stayed above 50, signaling a strong

trend momentum on a Daily timeframe.
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Illustration 12. Bitcoin price graph, weekly timeframe (Exchange: Bybit)

The illustration above displays the higher lows and higher highs on a weekly timeframe

going on from March 13th, 2020 until February 24th, 2021. This is a very simple and

easy way to spot a market trend, in this case, an up-trending market.

An indicator value over the threshold will be considered to be correct if it results in a

+5% market move in the opposite direction (premium = down move, discount = up

move) after the candle close of the day indicated by the model output values. In order

to be a valid 5% move, when the indicator value goes above the threshold, the

corresponding daily candle low can not be closed over the following daily candles.

In Tables 4 and 5, days that resulted in the correct result will be highlighted green, and

results that did not go above the 5% move will be highlighted red.
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PREMIUM Model Variants

Year Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2020

March

April 1, 29 29 1, 29 29

May 7 7 7 7

June 1 1 1 1

July 19, 22,
27

22, 27 22, 27 22, 27 22, 27

August

September 24 7

October 12, 21 21

November 3, 5 3, 5,
27

5, 30 3, 4, 5,
27

2, 5 3, 5,
27

3, 4, 5,
27

December 16 16, 18,
19

16

2021
January 5, 6, 11 5, 11 5, 6, 11 5, 6, 11 5, 6, 11 5, 6, 11 5, 6, 11

February 8 8 8 19

Final Results
6 / 15
= 40%

4 / 8 =
50%

5 / 11
=
45,45
%

5 / 12
=
41,66
%

6 / 14
=
42,85
%

2 /7  =
28,57
%

5 / 12
=
41,66
%

Table 4. Premium signal days of the first 7 models
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Graph 1. Premium accuracy of the first 7 models

As can be observed from Graph 1, the accuracy of the premium to predict short-term

market tops is not optimal, with the best performing model (Model 2) resulting in a 50%

accuracy and the worst performing model (Model 6) resulting in a 30% accuracy.

The accuracy mean is 41,45% which suggests that, in general, premium signals in an

up-trending market aren’t very efficient to predict local tops.

The mean of output days is 11.28, with model 1 being the one with the most outputs, at

15, and model 6 being the one with the least outputs, at 7.
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DISCOUNT Model Variants

Year Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2020

March

April

May 24

June

July 24, 26

August 16, 17,

18

21 21

September 3 3, 28 3 3 3, 23,
28

October 18-31

November 1, 2, 7 7 7

December 27 27 27 27 27

2021

January 10 25, 29 10 29

February

Final
Results

2 / 3=
66,66
%

19 / 24
=
79,16
%

0 / 2 =
0%

3 / 4 =
75%

2 / 3 =
66,66
%

1 / 2 =
50%

5 / 7 =
71,43
%

Table 5. Discount signal days of the first 7 models
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Graph 2. Discount accuracy of the first 7 models

As can be observed in Graph 2, the accuracy of discount to predict short-term market

bottoms is higher, with a mean of 48,89% including all the model variants. If we exclude

Model variant 3, due to its low output data, the mean accuracy would go up to 57,04%.

The best performing model is Model variant 2, resulting in almost 80% accuracy, and

the worst-performing, Model variant 3 with 0% of the time showing a market top, taking

into account that this model only resulted in two signals, with a very small window in

between each other of three days.

The mean of output days is 6.43, with model variants 3 and 6 being the ones with fewer

outputs, at 2, and model variant 2 being the one with the most outputs, at 24. Model

variant 2, the most accurate model, has 373% more output data than the mean.
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If premium and discount signals are both taken into account, the most accurate model

is Model variant 2, with an average of 64,58% accuracy, which takes input data from

Western spot exchanges compared to Asian futures exchanges. The least accurate

model is Model variant 3, with an average of 22,73% accuracy, which takes input data

from Western futures exchanges compared to Asian spot exchanges.

Taking a deeper look at both models, two differences can be spotted.

The first difference is that in Model variant 2, two futures tickers are found (Huobi and

Okex Quarterly futures), compared to Model variant 3, where only one is used (Kraken

Quarterly futures).

The second difference is that in the Asian futures exchanges a higher volume is traded

compared to the volume traded in Kraken, observed in illustration 9. This would give

further validity to the final results obtained in Model variant 2, while on the other hand,

reducing the validity of Model variant 3 results.

The third and final difference would be the fact that Model variant 2 includes data

starting on June 16th, which is almost 3 months more of data compared to the starting

date of Model variant  3, which is August 29th.
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7.1. Volume weighted average: Model variant 8

Since Model variant 2 has been the most accurate, a “Volume weighted variant” based

on Model variant 2 will be created to study if the accuracy of the model readings

increases or decreases.

Tables 6 and 7 show the days where premium and discount values went over the

model’s threshold.

Premium Model Variant

Year Month 8

2020

March

April

May

June

July 22, 27

August

September 7

October

November 3, 5

December

2021

January 5, 11

February

Final
Results

4/7 = 57,41%

Table 6. Model variant 8 premium signal days
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Discount Model
Variant

Year Month 8

2020

March

April

May

June

July

August 17, 21

September 3

October 19, 21 -31

November 1

December

2021

January

February

Final
Results

13/16 =
81,25%

Table 7. Model variant 8 discount signal days

If the final results from the original Model variant 2 and its Volume weighted variant are

compared, an increase in accuracy can be observed in premium and discount signals,

climbing in accuracy from 50% to 57,41% in the premium signals, and from 79,16% to

81,25% in the discount signals.

This increases the average of both from 64,58% to 69,33%.
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7.2. Answer Q1: Most accurate financial products

As shown in the results comparing all seven models, Model variant 2 was the most

accurate at alerting for local tops and bottoms. It takes input data from Western spot

exchanges (Coinbase, Bitfinex, Bitstamp, Kraken, and Gemini) compared to Asian

futures exchanges (Huobi and Okex Quarterly futures).

The reason behind these findings is a little bit ambiguous.

It could be argued that Asian miners use futures to hedge their Bitcoin mining

production in order to avoid losses with potential big price swings.

Another point of view could be that big institutional players coming from Europe or the

USA make reasonably sized purchases or sales on western exchanges.

Either of these scenarios would create big deltas between the exchanges. The model

created in this project is displaying the deltas.
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7.3. Answer Q2: Seasonality

Looking into the peak premium/discount seasonality correlation or lack thereof, a

simple analysis will suffice. Only the correct signals that have appeared on at least two

out of the seven models will be included.

Following the parameters above, the days selected according to premium signals are

the following:

2020 - May 7th (Thursday), June 1st (Monday), July 22nd (Wednesday) & November

5th (Thursday).

2021 - January 11th (Monday) & February 8th (Monday).

Half of the results above are on Monday, meaning that Bitcoin tends to put a local top

at the start of the week.

Below are the days selected according to discount signals:

2020 - September 3rd (Thursday), November 7th (Saturday) & December 27th

(Sunday).

On the other hand, discounts do not appear to have a clear weekday, although it could

be said that weekend days are favorable for Bitcoin to put a local bottom since two out

of the three results come from weekend days.
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7.4. Answer Q3: Trading results

Further below, an example will be included to demonstrate if each model variant would

actually work in a real-life case of an investor depositing USD$1000 into an exchange,

following the signals of each model variant.

In those cases where the model signal ends up as a winning trade, the profits will be

added to the total balance and used entirely for the next trade.

These examples exclude fees and potential slippage that any given exchange may

have.

The trader will market buy a position when the discount signal appears, and close it

when a premium signal appears or if a candle closes below the previous day’s low.

Model variant 1

Trade 3- 21 sept 27 dic - 5 jan 10 - 11 jan

Profit / Loss 2,50% 29,97% -7,58%

Balance 1025 1332,19 1231,2

Final result 23,12%

Table 8. Model variant 1 trades

Model variant 2

Trade 24 - 27
july

16 - 21
august

3 - 7 sept 28 sept -
1 oct

18 oct - 3
nov

7 - 26 nov

Profit /
Loss

15,89% -2,79% 2,20% -0,76% 22,01% 15,67%

Balance 1158.9 1126.56 1151.35 1142.60 1394.08 1612.54

Final
result

61,25%

Table 9. Model variant  2 trades
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Model variant  3

Trade 25 - 27 jan 29 jan - 8 feb

Profit / Loss -5,75% 36,04%

Balance 942,5 1282,17

Final result 28,21%

Table 10. Model variant 3 trades

Model  variant 4

Trade 21 - 25 august 3- 21 sept 7 - 26 nov 27 dic - 5 jan

Profit / Loss -1,80% 2,50% 15,67% 29,97%

Balance 982 1006,55 1164,27 1513,21

Final result 51,32%

Table 11. Model variant  4 trades

Model variant  5

Trade 3- 21 sept 27 dic - 5 jan 10 - 11 jan

Profit / Loss 2,50% 29,97% -7,58%

Balance 1025 1332,19 1231,2

Final result 23,12%

Table 12. Model variant  5 trades
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Model variant  6

Trade 27 dic - 5 jan 29 jan - 10 feb

Profit / Loss 29,97% 31,17%

Balance 1029,97 1351,01

Final result 35,1%

Table 13. Model variant  6 trades

Model variant  7

Trade 24 may -
1 jun

21 - 25
august

3- 21 sept 23 sept -
1 oct

7 - 26 nov 27 dic - 5

jan

Profit /
Loss

17,59% -1,80% 2,50% 3,70% 15,67% 29,97%

Balance 1175,90 1154,73 1183,60 1227,4 1419,73 1845,22

Final
result

84,52%

Table 14. Model variant  7 trades
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Graph 3. Trade profitability of the first 7 model variants

As can be seen in Graph 3, Model variant 7 turns out to be the most profitable model

with almost 85% return on investment, while several other models have very low

profitability, under 30%.

Anecdotally, even though the Model variant 7 ROI percentage is a great portfolio

return, a spot Bitcoin bought and sold during the same model timeframe, would have

resulted in an ROI equalling 789,71%  (Bybit price return percentage).

Nonetheless, a model-based ROI is more statistically reliable than a random

timeframe investment.
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8. Conclusion

A few conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained in this price model analysis,

which studies the relation between spot, futures, and perpetual swaps in Bitcoin

financial markets.

The first conclusion is that, based on the results obtained on discount peaks in model

variants 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 above, there is indeed a correlation between Western and

Asian premiums/discounts and short-term market reversals. This correlation validates

the hypothesis from this research paper.

The second conclusion is that spot, from Western exchanges, and futures, from Asian

exchanges, are the best financial products to demonstrate short-term market reversals.

There is no conclusive answer as to why these are the final results, but the most

plausible reasons, taking into consideration the aggregate cryptocurrency market

context, would be as described hereafter. The first reason is that Asian miners use

futures to hedge their Bitcoin mining production in order to avoid losses with potential

big price swings. The second reason is that big institutional players coming from

Europe or the USA make reasonably sized purchases or sales on western exchanges.

The third conclusion would be that there is a seasonality correlation related to peak

premiums. The results are most clearly evident when in a market uptrend, a local top is

likely to be put at the start of the week. It could be argued that this happens because

investors and traders enter or exit their positions at the market open for the coming

week.

The fourth and final conclusion would be that it is indeed possible to create a model to

profitably trade the Bitcoin market. In this research paper, Model variant 7 (Perpetual

swaps from both Western and Asian exchanges) gave over 80% ROI in just under a

year. A few outcomes can be extracted from this model.

Instead of going net short when a premium signal is provided by the given model, the

trader should only consider using the discount values as a buy signal and take profit on

the current market positions as indicated by the premium alerts. This would apply to

uptrending markets and further study would be needed for downtrending market

structures.

Finally, it has been proven through the data above that the key to model-based trading

is consistency, meaning that short-term trade losses should not alter the long-term

strategy to be used with such a model.
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